
GOING PLACES 

                                                              GEOGRAPHY                                                    Science 

    Explore the world’s continents and oceans identifying             Travel to space & find out about night, day, 

                                                                                                       specific locations from                     the book. Water    shadows, sundials, theories about our solar                           

       Follow the journey of a river, explore our local river                                          system.                     

                        LITERACY                                       & find out about river processes. Create sound  Science , PE and Wellbeing 

Our topic will be led by this book which will              poems & use personification. Map/atlas work. Finding out how blood, water, oxygen & nutrients             

enable us to: write diaries, instructions,                                      G OING PLACES                                    travel around the body. Go on a ‘health journey to                                                                                                                                                         

letters and information texts; hold debates;                                                                                                                           track improved health as we spend time on walks &                                                                    

imagine stories and create haikus. SPAG                                                                                                                                      being outside. Appreciate our local area. Outside  

topics will include parenthesis, hyphens,                                                                                                                         games & activities & Forest School to fill us with fun  

connectives & relative clauses, similes,       & relaxation. Mindfulness Moments in class time.       

metaphors & personification.                                                                                                                                                RE - Commitment 

                                                                                                                                                                 How Muslims show commitment but also how we each                                                                                                                                                        

   To link with mapmaking, we will look at                             Art and DT                                     make commitments on our own personal journeys. 

co-ordinates, time, time zones and timetables,      Create watercolour scenes                                      French                                           PSHE 

roman numerals. We will link exercise and           especially sunsets & sunrises                Locating France, its cities    How to stay well online as well as  

improving our fitness with data recording and      Make sundials, design shelters          & neighbouring countries.   mentally, emotionally & physically 

graph making. We will spend a lot of time             and escape vessels                                 Greetings, talking about       Keeping safe in the physical world  

reading, writing & manipulating numbers.                                        HISTORY    ourselves, all learnt             as well as the virtual one. 

                                                                                                              Create a personal project based on            through outside learning,                                   Computing  
                                                                                                                     any explorer of their choice.                      actions and games.            Link spreadsheets work with data    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             collection in science. Challenging 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               media imagery and information. 
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                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       PE   

                                                                                                                                                                        Archery, quicksticks, netball & invasion games.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Daily Mile 

  

 



  


